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Cosy young adult fantasy novel TELL ME HOW IT ENDS releases
April, portraying a tale of healing, spirituality and friendship

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
12 March 2023

Melbourne, VIC – Quinton Li is proud to announce their debut work, Tell Me How It Ends,
releasing in eBook and paperback on April 9, 2023.

Tell Me How It Ends is a whimsical narrative filled with tarot card readings, magic and diverse
representation. Focused on found family and healing, and set in a world where queer labels and
pronouns upon introduction are natural, this book would be a fit for those looking for a homey,
mystical read later this year.

The novel follows Iris Galacia, a sheltered lesbian tarot reader with anxiety and autism, who is
called to adventure by Marin Boudreau, an aromantic asexual non-binary thief with ADHD, on a
rescue mission. As they set off, Iris learns about friendship, a life away from family expectations
and herself.

SJ Whitby, author of Cute Mutants, says, “A delightfully warm story of magic, mayhem, and self
discovery, populated by a cast of charming characters who’ll steal your heart (among other
things).”

Tell Me How It Ends is 346 pages in paperback and now available for pre-order on Amazon and
www.quintonli.com.

For more information or to arrange an interview, please contact Quinton Li.

About the author
Quinton Li (they/them/theirs) is a Melbourne-based non-binary novelist, poet and fiction
editor. With a love for fortune-telling, angelic beings and the human condition, it's no wonder
that many of their works across fiction and poetry touch on these subjects. Alongside these
themes, they strongly resonate with queer and Asian diaspora works and believe that art can
change a perspective or enhance it.

Their debut novel, TELL ME HOW IT ENDS, is a cosy coming-of-age fantasy novel with a queer &
diverse cast, tarot cards and witches. Their poetry can be found with Panorame Press, Messy
Misfits Club and Iris Youth Magazine. Find more at www.quintonli.com
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